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Abstract: A novel dynamic dispersion compensator has been realized using MEMS microdisks 
with variable power-coupling ratio. The coupling is controlled by varying waveguide-disk spacing. 
A gmup velociw dispersion tuning range of 4OOps/mn has been achieved experimentally.' 
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Introduction 
Dynamic dispersion compensation is very important for high bit rate fiber optic communication networks. Tunable 
dispersion compensators using mechanical antireflection switch (MARS) [I], micro-electro-mechanical-systems 
W M S )  Gires-Toumois interferometers [2], cascaded Mach-&Mer interferometers 131, and planar waveguide- 
based all-pass filters [a] have been demonstrated. Devices based on microdisk resonators are particularly interesting 
because of their compact size. Previous microring/micmdisk all-pass filters have fixed power coupling ratio. Tuning 
is achieved by thermal-optic phase shifters, which has slow msponse and high power consumption 14). 

Recently, we demonstrated the first MEMS-actuated inicrodisk with variable power coupling ratio [ 5 ] .  In this 
paper, we report on the first tunable dispersion compensator using such dynamic microdisks. Group velocity 
dispersion tuning range of 4OOps/1un is achieved. The device is very compact (100x50pmz), and multiple microdisks 
can be easily integrated to increase the bandwidth and dispersion range. 

Device Design, Simulation, and Fabrication 
Figure 1 shows a schematic and an SEM micrograph of the dynamic dispersion compensator. It comprises a fixed 
microdisk (IOpm diameter) and a suspended optical waveguide (0.3pm wide). The waveguide can be pulled towards 
the disk by a set of electrostatic micmactuators. The actnator spacing is designed to be three times larger than the 
waveguide-disk spacing to avoid pull-in effect. The waveguide-disk spacing can be continuously varied from 2wm 
(OV) to almost touching (79V). The device is made on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with a single etching step. 
More detailed description of fabrication can be found in [ 5 ] .  

Fig. l(a) A schematic drawing of the tunable dispersion compensator comprisbg a MEMS microdisk. (b) A SEhl micrograph of 
fabricated device. A suspended waveguide is shown on the left of the microdisk. 

The group delay, 7 ,  can be expressed as 
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where Tis the round-trip delay time; 
y = exp(2lrRa), R is the radius of disk and a is the propagation loss; 
w is thedetuned frequency; 

t = 6 and K is the power coupling ratio. 

In Fact, if the propagation loss is not included this equation will be reduced to an expression for an ideal all-pas 
filter. K is an exponential function of the gap spacing 161. Figure 2(a) shows the calculated power Coupling ratio 
versus the wavegnide-disk spacing for our device. A large change in coupling ratio can be obtained by simply 
moving the waveguide over a fraction of a micron For the disk with propagation loss 6dB/cm, the goup delays 
versus detuning frequency for three different gap spacing are shown in Fig. 20). Group delay of -6Ops is obtained at 
0.Ispm spacing ne& resonance 
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Fig. 2 ( 4  Power coupling ratio versus coupling gap for a silicon waveguide and a microdisk with lOum radius. @)Calculated goup 
delay versus detuning frequency far three different gap spacing. 

Experimental Results 
The group delay as a function of navelength is measured by microwave modulation technique. Optical signal from a 
tunable laser with 0.01~11 wavelength resolution is modulated by a IGHz microwave signal. The phase shift through 
the device is compared with that of a reference arm. Figure 3 sl~ows the measured group delay at three different 
voltages. At OV, the group delay is essentially zero for all wavelengths. At 79V, a peak delay of -35ps is measured. 
By fitting the experimental @ a  with the theoretical cuwe in Eq. (I), the power coupling ratio is found to be 0.014 
(at 7 7 5 4  and 0.021 (at 79v). The group velocity dispersion is tunable from 0 to 400ps/m on positive slope. The 
passband width is IOGHz. The loss variation across the passband is 2.668, and the maximum optical insemon loss 
(not including the fiber coupling loss) is 3.7dB. Reducing the resonator loss can further reduce the insertion loss. 
Wider passband can be obtained by cascading multiple microdisks. 
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Fig. 3 Measured group delay versus wavelength. The crossos and circles are experimental data, and the lines arc the fitted curves 
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Conclusion 
Dynamic dispersion compensators using MEMS-ac-ted microdisks are demonstrated with a dispersion tuning 
range of 400ps/nm and a peak group delay of -35ps. The device area is very small (100x50 pd). Wider passband 
and larger dispersion range can be obtained by cascading multiple MEMS microdisks. 
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